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Geographical information has traditionally been about what can be «seen from above»: physical fea-
tures that can be drawn on a map. But planners, researchers, managers and politicians also need
spatial information on societal topics. To meet these demands, Statistics Norway will deliver geo-
graphical statistics on a range of different sosio-economic topics to the national spatial data infra-
structure. The statistics will be based on standardized grids.
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Background
Statistics Norway presented population sta-
tistics on 250 x 250 meter grids in the munic-
ipal reports of The Population and Housing
Census 2001. However, the first use of grids
in Statistics Norway was in 1875 (Lie and
Roll-Hansen 2001, p 284-285)

Today it is possible to geo-reference (geo-
graphically locate) people, enterprises, build-
ings, etc., with their respective attributes. Ex-
amples of attributes could be gender, age, ed-
ucation and income for people, number of em-
ployees or type of economic activity for enter-
prises, and size and type of use for buildings.

Connection of personal id-number, id-
number for enterprises, id-number for build-
ings etc. to a numerical address with coordi-
nates, allows a range of socio-economic vari-
ables to be presented geographically. One of
the easiest ways of presenting these varia-
bles is by using a square grid. This allows the
statistics to be presented in a new way, and
different types of data can be combined that
lack a logical/numerical link but do have a
geographical link.

At present, the only statistics produced
regularly for delivery as grid data are total
population on 1x1 km and 250x250 m grids.
In addition, a number of registers contain
entities that are identified by coordinates

and are updated regularly. Statistics Nor-
way can therefore produce cost-effective grid
maps on many topics. Confidentiality and
quality issues must be considered carefully
for each topic and for the given level of de-
tail.

The grid and other regional units
The standard grids are defined in UTM zone
33 with datum WGS84. Standard grid cell
sizes are 1 x 1 km, 250 x 250 meters and 100
x 100 meters. All grids are free and down-
loadable from www.gridclub.ssb.no. The grid
will be downloadable as shape-files (shp),
ArcInfo export format (e00) and sosi-files
(Norwegian national exchange format for
digital maps) by the end of 2008.

As mentioned above, the only standard
digital grid data produced regularly each
year are total population on 1x1 km grids.
Grid maps of total agricultural area in use
are also produced annually in the publica-
tion «Jordbruk og miljø» («Agriculture and
environment»). Grid based statistics for oth-
er subjects are produced on a project basis
and for presentation purposes only. 

Grids are used both for sampling surveys
and for presentation. The metadata attached
to each grid can vary and should be harmo-
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nized with international standards. This
would also facilitate more advanced geo-
graphical analysis across disciplines.

Administrative and statistical divisions
such as counties, municipalities and basic re-
gional units vary in size and shape and may
contain both large uninhabited areas and ar-
eas of dense population. The basic regional
units are the smallest regional units for
which Statistics Norway publish statistics,
and they also give the most detailed picture
of settlement patterns. Although one criteri-
on for delimiting the basic regional units was
homogeneity (for example of population
structure), some of the basic regional units
contain both rural and developed areas.
Maps produced using the basic regional
units may therefore not give a sufficiently
correct and detailed picture of the settlement
pattern for some uses.

Statistics Norway has assigned an address
coordinate to each registered resident of Nor-
way. All statistics which can be related to the
birth number can in theory be geo-refer-
enced. Using GIS, statistics can be aggregat-
ed in other ways than those traditionally
used in statistics presentations. For exam-
ple, statistics can be aggregated onto a new,
uniform framework such as square grid cells,
in which all units have the same size and
shape. Figure 1 shows the population distri-
bution in Norway using grid cells. Figure 2
shows population distribution in all member
countries of The European forum for geosta-
tistics who have population data at the ad-
dress level.

Grid cells do not replace other types of sta-
tistics divisions such as basic regional units.
Grid cells are rather a supplement that will
allow new uses of statistics. The users of grid

Figure 1: Population by 1 square kilometre grid. 1.1.2007
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cells have indicated to Statistics Norway
that there is a growing demand for this kind
of product. 

Confidentiality
Due to the Statistical Act § 2-6, Statistics
Norway as a main rule does not publish ta-
bles containing fewer than 3 units in a group
(table cell) in which the sampling method
can allow identification of individuals. 

Grid cells are table cells in the sense used in
the Statistical Act. In a grid map of population
using 1x1 square km grid cells, a number of
grid cells will have one or two observations. In
Norway, electing this grid cell size will result

in about 3 400 and 3 800 cells with 1 or 2 per-
sons respectively (6-7 per cent of the approxi-
mately 55 500 inhabited grid cells in Norway).
In comparison there are about 13 400 inhabit-
ed basic regional units (grunnkretser). The 7
200 cells with either 1 or 2 persons constitutes
12.8 per cent of the inhabited grid cells. 

These cells with 1 or 2 observations are
unevenly distributed between urban and
rural areas. In the sparsely populated
northernmost county of Finnmark (see fig-
ure 3), almost every fifth inhabited cell
(20%) has fewer than three persons. Only
7% of the cells have fewer than three inhab-
itants in the more densely populated county
of Akershus.

Figure 2: Population by 1
square kilometre grid.
Members of European fo-
rum for geostatistics
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Confidentiality issues also arise when oth-
er geographical information is combined
with the grid net. For example, combining
the grid with digital municipal borders or a
digital road network will give information on
where the cells are located. If these grid cells
are to be anonymous, several issues need to
be considered. Must the sum of values from
the grid give the correct population total for
the country, or is it sufficient to display all in-
habited cells without necessarily giving the
exact number for every cell? Is three obser-
vations per grid cell an acceptable lowest val-
ue in terms of maintaining anonymity, or
should the threshold value be increased?

The board of confidentiality at Statistics
Norway was asked (Ottestad, 2006) to con-
sider various methods for handling confi-
dentiality and to set criteria for disclosure
control. The following methods were dis-
cussed:

– Suppression method
– Heldal’s method
– Least value method
– Larger grid cells
– Clustering method
– Average method

The board of confidentiality recognized that
all of these methods might be used, but that
they would produce different results. Meth-
ods which do not display all inhabited grid
cells were considered to be poor solutions
from a user perspective. Changing the grid
size and/or shapes would also reduce user
friendliness. Setting limits or cut-off values
for individuals presents challenges with re-
gard to households. When variables other
than residents are used (for example house-
holds) one should consider setting a thresh-
old for the number of inhabited addresses in
each grid cell. At present we lack a satisfac-
tory overview of households in Norway, and
hence cannot set limits for the number of
households per grid cell. An alternative
would be to set the threshold number of indi-
viduals per cell so high, that it normally
would include more than one household.

Viewed as an isolated piece of information,
presentation of the fact that there is one res-
ident in a square kilometre is not in conflict
with confidentiality rules. However, later
publication of other socio-economic variables
or information about people in grid cells
where the number of persons is low would be
in conflict with the confidentiality rules.

Figure 3: Population by 1 square kilometre grid. Finnmark county. 1.1.2007. 
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The board of confidentiality at Statistics
Norway concluded that publication of popu-
lation statistics (number of persons) on a one
square kilometre grid should not include ex-
act values for grid cells containing fewer
than 10 persons. Statistics Norway will
therefore use the following values for grid
population statistics: 0, 1–9, 10, 11, 12 and so
on. For grid cells with 1–9 persons the value
is set to 5.

Examples of use of grids
A grid product is useful for many different
kinds of users and applications, for example:
public management and planners, research,
marketing and planning of private services
(telecommunications, establishment of en-
terprises, banks, building projects etc.). The
product gives general information about set-
tlement and other patterns in the country,
and also allows for additional kinds of analy-
sis.

The examples and figures below present
different uses of grids and highlight the pos-
sibilities offered by the grid approach. Note,
however, that methods of representing and
distributing geostatistics are likely to change
in the future due to changes in use of varia-
bles, classes, confidentiality level etc. 

Geostatistics on population
The central register for the population (DSF)
includes all inhabitants in Norway. The reg-
ister does not include coordinates but can be
linked to the official address register (GAB –
see next chapter) by a numerical address
identifier. Because of a lack of concurrence in
numerical address between the registers, not
all of the population is identified by coordi-
nates. Also, a few addresses in GAB lack co-
ordinates or have wrong coordinates. As of
January 2008, 99.7 per cent of the population
was identified by coordinates.

Statistics derived from population on grid
(figure 1) show that 55 545 km2 of Norway’s
total 323 824 km2 have at least one resident.
The average number of residents per inhab-
ited km2 is 84, while the average population
density in Norway is 15. Extensive areas are
without residents and the population is con-
centrated along the coast, fjords and valleys.
The density varies among counties. The
smallest and most densely populated county
is Oslo with 254 inhabited km2 and an aver-
age of 2137 residents per inhabited km2. The
county of Sogn og Fjordane has the fewest
residents per inhabited square kilometre. 

A simplified model like the one shown in
figure 4 provides information with adequate

 

Figure 4: Example: Identification of residents within a distance from a hospital.
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accuracy for many purposes. In this case one
can easily count the number of people within
reach of an ambulance helicopter, given some
time/spatial limits. Aggregating geodata on
grids with a given cell size will also reduce
runtime for searches within a radius.

In figure 5, information about the age of
residents at the address level has been used to
create statistics about percentage of elderly
people within each grid cell. This could serve
different purposes; it could for instance indi-
cate vulnerability to certain diseases or the

 

Figure 5: Example: Percent of elderly people (67 and above) in each grid cell.

 

Figure 6: Number of residents within a distance (ex. 1 km) from a road
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potential need for day care within an area. In-
tervals can be adjusted to the needs of users.

Figure 6 shows an example of using «radi-
ation» from a linear element to count the
number of people affected within a buffer
zone. In this case the linear element is a road
which «emits» noise or affects aesthetics in
the surroundings. 

Building activity
The official registers for Ground-properties,
Addresses and Buildings (GAB), consists of
three mutually linked registers where the A-
and G-part comprise all addresses and

ground-properties. The B-part comprises in-
formation on all buildings larger than 15 m2

including their co-ordinates and information
on building type, area of largest floor, etc. The
G-part comprises information about all
ground-property size etc. Each address, build-
ing and ground property is located by a point
coordinate. The Norwegian Mapping Author-
ity is responsible for maintaining the register.

Figure 7 presents statistics on dominating
building type on a square kilometre grid.
116 753 km2 of Norway’s total 323 824 km2

have at least one building. 29 414 square kil-
ometres have buildings but no residents. In

Figure 7: Building type by 1 square kilometre grid. 1.1.2007
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the grid squares with at least one building,
the mean number of buildings is 32 and the
median is 9. The square kilometre with high-
est building density (number of buildings)
has 1828 buildings.

The total number of square kilometre
grids with at least one new building in the
period from 1.1.1985 – 1.1.2007 was 65 508.
75 per cent of these grids had fewer than 8
new buildings.

Economic activity
The Central Register of Establishments and
Enterprises (CRE) is a statistical register ad-

ministered by Statistics Norway. Each enter-
prise is identified by coordinates. The CRE
include all relevant enterprises and estab-
lishments in both the private and public sec-
tor. The register includes information on or-
ganisation number, name, address, code of
economic activity (NACE), number of em-
ployees, turnover, status/ activity, etc. In the
initial geo-referencing project 75.4 per cent
of the enterprises were identified by coordi-
nates (Myro and Torp 2002).

Figure 8 show statistics on number of em-
ployees from the register of establishments
and enterprises, based on the enterprises

Figure 8: Employees by 1 square kilometre grid. 1.1.2007
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which are geo-referenced by coordinates.
12 776 square kilometre grids contain enter-
prises which have employees in Norway and
50 per cent of these grid cells have fewer
than 5 employees.

Distribution of agricultural areas
The administrative farms register comprise
all ground properties with at least 5 000 m2 of
land for agriculture and / or at least 25 000 m2

of forestry land, regardless of activity. The ad-
ministrative farms register is a basic unit reg-
ister including key identification to other ad-
ministrative registers on activity and subsidy

arrangements. The administrative farms reg-
ister is geo-referenced by the coordinates of
the central farm building or the geographical-
ly central point on the ground property.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of agricul-
tural area in use on a 1x1 km grid (from Bye,
Sandmo and Berge, 2006). This information
about agricultural land «in use» could be an-
alysed together with road networks to find
time or distance to markets, or with popula-
tion data to display areas under pressure. It
could also be combined with data on agricul-
tural maps to find areas of high value for po-
tential agricultural use. 
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Jordbruksareal i drift per 1*1 km rute. Dekar
Total agricultural area in use. Hectare

1.0 - 19.9

60.0 -

40.0 - 59.9

20.0 - 39.9

Figure 9: Total agricultural area in use. 2005*. Hectare per km2

* Preliminary figures
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